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Dear Ms. Bose:
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must file paper copies. Please date-stamp the ninth copy and return it to me in the stamped, selfaddressed envelope.
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Daniel G. Shiilito
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION
Modesto Irrigation D/strict
Turlock Irrigation District

)
)

Project No. 2299-057

)
Don Pedro Project

)

)
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
REQUEST FOR REHEARING
ORDER ON TEN-YEAR SUMMARY REPORT UNDER ARTICLE 58
Pursuant to 18 C.F.R. § 385.713, and for the reasons described herein, the Depm'anent of
the Interior (Department) and its bureau the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (Service)
hereby timely request rehearing of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's (Comm/ssion)
April 3. 2008, Order on Ten-Year Summary Report Under Article 58 of the license for the Don
Pedro Project (P-2299) (Project). 123 FERC162,012. On July 25, 2005, the DeparUnent timely
intervened (E-Library No. 20050726-0155) in response to the Commission's June 24, 2005,
Notice announcing that the Summary Report had been filed and soliciting interventions and
comments, and thus is a Party for p ~

of this rehearing request. 18 C.F.IL § 385.713(b).

I. BACKGROUND

The Project was originally licensed in 1964. 31 FPC ¶ 510. Article 37 of the Project
license established minimum flow releases for the first twenty years of Project operations
(beginning aRer c,mmm~tion completion in 1971 through 1991) and provided that the Licensees
would study the Tuolunme River fishery during that time. In addition, the Commission reserved
its authority to revise the minimum flow reqnirements after twenty years. 31 FI~ at pp. 526-27
(Articles 37, 39). The study pednd was extended by agreement among the Licensees, the
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California Department ofFish and Game (CDFG) and the Service, to end in 1998. 38 FERC ¶
61,097 (1987) (Article 58).
In December 1992, the Commission initiated a proceeding pursuant to Article 37 to
reopen the license and to determine the flows necessary to protect fishery resources in the
Tuolumne River. The Service participated in a negotiated process that resulted in submission by
the Licensees of a Settlement Agreement and Request for License Amendment on February 5,
1996. The Agreement included provision for the release of minimum flows from the Project in
accordance with a schedule that would result in higher flows than those under the original
license. The Licensees did not request Commission approval of the Settlement Agreement, but
rather sought a license amendment to revise the license consistent with the Agreement. In an
Order issued July 31, 1996, 76 FERC 1 61,117, the Commission amended the license to adopt a
revised Article 37, which set minimum stream flows in the Tuolunme River in accordance with a
table and schedules set forth in the license, or as agreed among the L i c e m e ~ CDFG, and the
Service. The stream flow regime was based upon the life history requirements of Chinook
salmon. In addit'ton, the Order amended Article 58 to require the Licensees to implement a
program to monitor Chinook salmon populationa and habitat in the Tuohimne River, and
required filing of the results of any f-mhe~ studies by April 1, 2005. This filing became the
Summary Report.
The Service has been an active participant in this Project proceeding, dating back prior to
the license amendment process. Subasqtumt to the ficeme amendment, the Service actively
participated in the development and review of ~ e fishery studies and of the Summary Report.
As has been brought previotmly to the Commission's attention by the National Marine Fisheries
2
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Service (NMFS) and the Service, the amended license and its minimum instream flows are
premised on the needs of Ch'mook salmon, not on the needs ofO.

mykiss(Central Valley

steclhead), a species that is now listed as a threatened species under the Endangered Species Act
(ESA)) The listing oftho species prompted NMFS and the Service on several occasions to
request that the Commission reconsider the studies and flow schedule in order to include
consideration of the needs of steclbead, and to request that the Commission initiate consultation
under the ESA to address Project effects to stcelhead. The Service has also on several occasions
requested that the license be amended to include NMFS as a party from whom the Licensees
must obtain agreement prior to making any flow adjustments under Article 37, to ensure that any
developed flow regime adequately considers steclhead. See Service's February 26, 2004, filing
with the Commission (E-Library No. 20040301-0002).
The Service's February 26, 2004, letter further informed the Commission of the need to
consider stcclhend in its decisions, and that the monitoring studies and flow schedule required in
the license only addressed impacts to Chinook salmon. The Service urged the Licensees to
collect information through monitoring studies on stcelhead for inclusion in the Summary
Report, and advised that the lack of such infommtion would prevent the Commission from
making a reasoned decision as to whether additional monitoring or changes in Project ~ g t u r e s

'On May 2, 2003, NOAA F i s h ~ a petitioned the Commission to amend the license to
modify Article 37 minimum flow Im~visions to provide for the protection of steelhoad. The
Commission by Order issued December 22, 2003, defmred consideration of the petition, pending
the completion ofinfonmd discussions b e t w ~ NOAA Fisheries and the Licensees. In the
subject Order, the Commission indicates that NMFS' petition will be addressed in a subsequent
order. Order at 7.
3
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and operations would be necessary to protect fishery resources in the Tuolumne River. Service's
February 26, 2004, letter.
Addressing the Licensees' response to this letter, the Service clarified its concerns about
fish resources to the Commission in a letter dated September 30, 2004 (E-Library No.
20041004-0047). In responding to the Licensees' comments, the Service pointed out that, while
studies of Chinook salmon have substituted for atcelhcad studies in the past, the two fish occupy
fiver habitats at different times and physiological stages and therefore, data on Chinook salmon
will not necessarily adequately represent steeihead. The Service continued to encourage the
Licensees and the Commission to develop monitoring and study plans that would include the
needs of steelhead so that a reasoned decision may be made as to the measures necessary to
protect fishery resources. Service's September 30, 2004, letter.
In response to the Licensees' March 25, 2005, filing of the Summary Report, the
Commission by letter dated June 24, 2005, noticed the Fisheries Studies Report and Study
Proposal for comment, to which the Service responded on July 21, 2005 (E-~'brary No.
20050725-0071). At that time, the Service recommended again that the Commission modify the
Project license to monitor, protect, and improve the population and habitats of Central Valley
stvclhead, and informed the Commission that the monitoring studies and flow modifications
failed to consider stcellsmd. The Service reitentted its request that Articles 37 and 58 be
amended to add NMFS as a participant in the minimum stream flow and salmon habitat
monitoring programs established under those articles. The Service also recommended that the
license require the Licensees to develop a well-defined Adaptive Management Program, to
perform test flow-related hypotheses (of new flow operations) to determine the most effective
4
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use of iostream flows to help reverse declines in the Chinook salmon population and to protect
the steelhead population, and to implement nine high-priority non-flow studies to determine the
effectiveness of restoration projects and to more fully evaluate other poten~al environmental
constraints on salmonid populations. The Service's filing included scientific analysis as further
support, including a "Statistical Comparison ofthe Chinook Salmon Population Before and After
the Final Settlement Agreement."
The Service participated in a public meeting hosted by the Commission on July 25, 2006.
After review of the Summary Report, the comments received in writing and at the pubfic
meeting, and the Licensees' responses to those comments, the Commission's Division of
Hydmpower Administration and Compliance responded to the Summary Report through a letter
dated December 20, 2006, which stated:
Our general conclusion about the 1O-Year Summary Report, as presented at the meeting,
is thin for most of the required monitoring, the data were insufficient to reach any valid
conclusions about the effects of the modified streamflow releases and restoration efforts
on the fisheries resources of the Tuolunme River. Some of the monitoring efforts were
improperly designed or executed and could not, therefore, produce data that would allow
valid conclusions. Some of the mitigative measures simply have not had sufficient time
for the monitoring efforts to show any change, or the response was not great enough to
detect.
Therefore, we conclude that under Article 58 of the license, f u ~ e r monitoring studies are
needed. Additional, well-designed and well-executed studies are necessary before the
effectiveness of the revised flow schedule and the non-flow mitigative measures can be
determined.
Commission December 20, 2006, letter to Districts, at 2. The Commission indicated that a study
plan and schedule for monitoring was necessary to address insn'eam flow, habitat restoration, fry
survival, steelhead presence/absence, predator control and river temperature, and that the study
plan should he developed in cooperation with various groups, including the Tuolumne River
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Technical Action Committee (TRTAC) (of which the Service is a member), the NMFS, and NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs).
The Licensees submitted a Draft Study Plan on February 2, 2007, to which the Resource
Agencies (the Service, CDFG and NMFS) filed joint comments on March 7, 2007 (E-Library No.
20070314-0089). The Agencies pointed out that the Draft Study Plan failed to include the
following basic elements:
• Appropriate management questions framed as testable hypotheses;
• Metrics that can be measured at both the rite-specific and population levels;
• Methods that provide relatively accurate measurements ofthe test metrics;
• Experimental conditions that, to the extent possible, vary one habitat variable at a tune;
• Statistical designs that provide assurances that a sufficient numbe~ of observations will
be made and specify how the data will be assessed to adequately test the hypotheses and
reach statistically valid conclusions.
The Service farther provided specific comments on the studies and submitted the Agencies'
Limiting Factor Analyses, in which the Agencies developed conceptual models for the salmon
and trout populations in the Tuolumne River in an attempt to explain how ecosystem processes,
including flow management and restoration, affect the production of adult Chinook salmon and
adult Central Valley steelbead in the Tuolunme River. Limiting Factor Analyses at 9. The
Agencies recommended that these models be used to monitor the response of the aalmonid
populations to manipulations of flow and physical habitat and to monitor the response of
individual fish to show the cause and effect meelumisms that drive the observed response of the
population to the habitat manipulations, ld. The L'uniting Factor Analyses included the
Agencies' recommendations for studies that w~'e necessary to inform these analyses and
management actions that would teat the hypotheses.
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The Licensees submitted the Fisheries Study Plan on March 20, 2007. On June 15, 2007,
the Commission Division of Hydropower Administration and Compliance issued its preliminary
analysis of the Fisheries Study Plan, noting that:
Staff's review ofthe 10-year Summary Report determined that the data were insufficient
to conclude that implementation of the 1995 settlement agreement flow schedule had
produced the intended benefits in salmon production.
June 15, 2007, letter at 1. The Commission went on to state specifically that, with respect to
instream flow issues, the Licensees' Study Plan did not resolve all issues for which the
Commission had considered additional information to be necessary. The Commission found six
issues from the study plan that remained to be resolved, including the need to provide flows
higher than required by the Settlement Agreement at least once during the next four years to
produce smolt production data for high flow conditions and to continue discaumions with the
TRTAC regarding the cost and benefits of future coded-wire tag studies, June 15, 2007, letter at
.

By letter dated July 27, 2007, the Service commented to the Conunission on its
Preliminary Analysis (E-Library No. 20070803-0078). These comments, citing to the Limiting
Factor Analyses provided with the Service's March 2007, filing, reported again to the
Commission the decline by 50*Ain the number of adult Tuolumne River fall-run Chinook
salmon, and urged the adoption of a robust study plan that would include the elements from the
Limiting Factor Analyses. The Sen'vice also expressed concern that the minimum flow
requirements do not protect resident and anadromous forum of rainbow trout. The Service
further pointed out three substantial deficicocies in the Draft Study Plan: the insufficiency of the
fishery studies; the need to evaluate the importance of winter flows on fry survival; and the need
7
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for fish health surveys to evaluate the effects of flow on food resources, diseases and

contaminants.
On April 3, 2008, the Commission issued its Order on Ten-Year Summary Report under
Article 58 (123 FERC ¶ 62,012). As applicable here, the Commission's main conclusions area;
No O. mykiss anadromy has been identified in the Tuolumne River, and monitoring
efforts to date have been inconclusive in determining the presence or absence of steelhead
populations in the Tuolumne River. Order at 26.
There is no basis for requiring additionai insm:am flow studies on the effects of flows on
O. mykiss, as steclhead monitoring should first be completed in order to determine if
steelhead are present in the Tuolumne River. Order at 27.
•

Factors outside the river are impacting the Chinook salmon escapomenL Order at 22-23.
The information presented and analyzed to date does not warrant a change in the existing
Article 37 flow requirements. Order at 23.

•

The Summary Report complies with Article 58. Order at 29.

This request for rehearing chailenges the Commission's Findings on these issues.
!1. STATEMENT OF ISSUES
.

The Commission should reconsider its finding that the anadromoua form of O. my/alas
(Central Valley steclhead), which is listed as threatened under the Endangered Species
Act, is not present in the Tnolonme River based on recent evidence that establishes the
presence of steelhoad in the rive. In ¢xmcludingthat no mteelheadhave been identified in
the Tnolumne River, the Commi~on failed to properly consider evidence of steeihead
presence that is in the record of this proceeding and cited in the Order at pages 24-26,
failed to support its conchufiotmwith anbetantiai evidence, and failed to consider the
recommendationsof the NMFS, the Service and other resource agencies. Support for this
position is found in the CDFG Final Report by Christian E. Zimmerman, et ai. (USGS),
2008. "Maternal Origin and Migratory HistoW of Oncorhynchm myk~ captured in
rivers of the Central Vailey, Caiifomia," which is included on the attached disc for filing
with the Commission.

.

In concluding that existing flows under Article 37 are adequate and require no
modifications, the Commission erred in misinte=lnetin8 information regarding factors
affecting Tuolumne River fail-run Chinook salmon, failed to support its conclusion that
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there is no need to change Article 37 flow requirements, and failed to adequately consider
recommendations submitted by the Service and other Resource Agencies. In addition, the
Commission should consider new information provided in this rehearing request that
establishes the need to increase minimum flows to assist Chinook salmon to avoid
extinction in the Tunlumne River. In support of this issue, the Service cites to Mesick, C.
2008. "The High Risk of Extinction for the Natural Fall-Run Chinook Salmon Population
in the Lower Tuolunme River due to Insufficient Instresm Flow Releases" and the
accompanying reference documents that are included on the disc provided for filing
herein; and the Service's prior filings in this proceeding, including the "Limiting Factor
Analyses" (E-Library No. 20070314-0089).
.

.

The Commission's conclusions that the Summary Report and the underlying fisheries
studies and monitoring comply with Article 58 are not supported by substantial evidence
and fail to adequately consider recommendations of the Service and other Resource
Agencies. The Commission's Order ignores the Commission Division of Hydropower
Administration and Compliance's own findings that most ofthe required monitoring
produced data that were insufficient to reach any valid conclusions about the effects of
slreamflow releases and that additional, well-designed and well-executed studies are
necessary before the effectiveness ofthe flow schedule and other measures could be
determined. Commission's December 20, 2006, letter. The Service's position on this
issue is supported by the following documents in the administrative record ofthis
proceeding: the Commission's December 20, 2006, letter (E-Library No. 200612260011); Commission's June 15, 2007, Preliminary Analysis of the Study Plan (E-Library
No. 20070619-0175); and the Limiting Factor Analyses (E-Library No. 20070314-0089).
The Commission failed to address the Servicc's request that the Commission should
amend Articles 37 and 58 to e~sure appropriate participation by the National Marine
Fisheries Service. The Service reiterates its request that these articles be modified to
include NMFS u a participating entity from which written approval must be required for
flow modifications and study plans. The Scxvicc may remain as an entity to be consulted
on these issues. Support for this pmition is provided in the Service's letters filed with the
Commission, to include the Service's February 26, 2004, filing. (E-I.ibrary No.
20040301-0002).

Eft. A R G U M E N T

The Commission erred in issuing the Onier for the following reasons:

l)

The Commission should reesmslder Its ~ l h a g that the anadromous form of O.
my/~ss (Central Va~,y stedtead), wldeh Is listedas threatened under the
Endangered Species Aet, Is net present In the T u o h a m e River based on reeeut
evidence that establishes the presenee of steethead ha the rlver.In euneludlng that no
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steelbend have been identified in the Tuolumne River, the Commission failed to
properly consider evidence of stcelhead presence that is in the record of this
proceeding and cited in the Order at pages 24-26, failed to support its conclusions
with substantial evidence, sod failed to consider the recommenduUons of the NMFS,
the Service and other resource agencies.

With respect to the presence of stcelhead in the Tuolumne River, the Order states:
There are opposing views regarding the presence or absence of steeihead in the Tuolumne
River, and whether anadromy exists in the resident population of O. mykissdownstream
of La Grange Dam. Anecdotal reports persist offish with adult steelhead characteristics
in the Tuolumne River, but such reports have not been confirmed.
Order at 24. The Order recites evidence provided by NMFS of steelhcod populations in the fiver
and the opinions of the Resource Agencies and NGOs at the July 2006 meeting that there was a
"need to modify existing monitoring programs to include stcelhead, to implement new
monitoring programs related to steelhead, and to examine flows and temperatures necessary for
the protection of steelhead." Order at 25. NMFS further requested the provisinn of specific
information concerning stcelhcod, as described on pages 25-26 of the Order. The Commission
then concludes:
No O. myk~ anadmmy has been identified in the Tuolunme River;,however,
reproductive c o n m ~ o n of non-anadromous parents to anadromous offspring can occur
when the anadmrnom run size is small suggesting a genetic compensation between the
anadromous and non-anadromous life-history forms. [Citation omitted]
It is apparent that monitorin8 efforts, to date, have been inconclusive in determining the
presence or absence of steeihead Polmlafions in the Tuolunme River. The origin and
nature of rainbow trout downstream ofLa Cmmse Dam is unclear, and it is unclear if
stcelhcod occur in the Tuolumne River d o ~
of La Grange Dam.
The Districts, then~fon:,should initiate a monitoring effort to determine if the Tuolumne
River currendy supports anadmmom f o n ~ ofrainhow trout...

Order at 26. The Commission further found no basis for requiring additional i ~

flow

studies, finding that monitoring for steelhead should first be completed to determine if steelhead
10
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are prosent in the River. Order at 27.
These conclusions are not supported by substantial evidence as required by the law. See
16 U.S.C. § 8251 (b). In reaching these conclusions, the Commission did not consider or give
proper consideration to relevant information provided by the Resource Agencies, and thus the
conclusions are arbitrary, capricious and not in accordance with law. See 16 U.S.C. § 8030);

Wisconsin Power & Light Company v. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, 363 F.3d 453,
461-466 (D.C. Cir. 2004).
Ih

The Commission must consider • recest study provtdlsg couclusive
evidemce that the smadromous form of OmcorkynchusmyAiss (Central
Valley steelhead) is present in fl.e Tuolsmse River.

The Commission should reconsider its decision in light of new information presented in a
paper, published March 6, 2008, in which otolith microchernistry was analyzed to determine the
migratory history of Central Valley steelhead captured on several CenUal Valley Rivers,
including the Tuolumne River. Zimmermar~ et al., 2008. "Maternal Origin and Migratory
History ofOncorhynchus ~

captured in rivers of the Central Valley, California" (which is

included on the attached disc of supporting materials to this rehearing request). An analysis of
the strontium (SR) to calcium (CA) ratios (SR:Ca) across the otolith of each fish was used to
describe the migratory history of that fish between fieshwater and saltwater, as the concentration
of strontium is generally greater in saltwater. Further, comparison of Sr:.Ca in the otolith
primordia and freshwater growth region was uaed to determine maternal origin (resident or
anadromous) based on the assumption that primordial composition reflects the environment in
which yolk precursors develop (in the ocean for anadromous forms). The CDFG collected 146
wild O. mykiss from the Tuolumne Rivet between 2002 and 2007 for otolith microchemistry
11
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analysis. Oftbe fish sampled (n= 146), eleven should be considered steelhead, as they were
identified as having anadromous (steelhead) maternal origin, and one of Lhose fish displayed an
anadromous migratory history.
This new evidence establishes the presence of stcelhead in the TuolmTme River. The
proper standard for review of conclusious by the Commission is whether those conclusions are
supported by substantial evidence. See 16 U.S.C. § 8251(b); Wisconsin Power & Light, 363 F.3d
at 461-66. Although the Commission's Order implies that conclusive evidence is required
(Order at 26), conclusive evidence is not the appropriate standard. Nevertheless, this study
provides conclusive evidence that steelhead migrate to and successfully spawn in the Tuolumne
River;, thus, it provides conclusive evidence of steelhead presence in the Tuolumne River.
The evidence relied upon by the Commission in the Order is out ofdate. SeeOrderat 18
("The preliminary results from the CDFG otolith study indicated no anadromy was detected").
The Commission must reconsider its determination that stcc]beed are not present in the
Tuolunme in light of this new information. See 18 C.F.R. § 385.713(c)(3). Further, the
Con'urtiss'ton should similarly reco~'tder its determination that no additional instream flow
studies are required, as the prerequisite noted by the Commission in the Order at 27 (that O.
myk/.u monitoring should first determine presence) has already been met.
b.

The C o m m b a l u ~
to properly ¢oaslder evidence provided by the
Resource Agencies r e p r d l l g the p r e s ~ c e of the anadromous form of
O m ~ y m ~ u / s myi/ss (Cmtral Valley steelhend) in the Tuolunme
River and failed to support its conclusions with substantial evidence.

In the Order, the Commission recognized that NMFS has suppfied evidence of the
presence of steelhead in the Tuolumne River and smnmedzed some of this evidence. Order at

12
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24-25. Notably, the Commission did not discuss why it did not consider evidence provided by
NMFS in a November 19, 2002, letter, and again as an attachment to a June 20, 2006, filing.
This evidence includes a CDFG memorandum dated May 24, 2001, "Central Valley Steelhead
Genetics Study - Tuolumn¢ River Sampling," which discusses steelhead found during sampling
conducted on the Tnolumne River. In the Order, the Commission does not adequately explain
why it has not considered this information from NMFS as evidence of steelhead presence, nor
has the Commission provided substantial evidence establishing that there are no steethead
present in the Tuolumne River.
In addition, the Commission noted,"[a]necdotal reports persist of fish with adult steelhead
characteristics in the Tuolumne River, but such reports have not been confirmed." Order at 24.
For example, the Conservation Groups' Brief in Support of the Petition of the National M a ~ e
Fisheri¢~ Service for Modifying Project Structures and Operations (E-LibrmT No. 200306065044, filed June 6, 2003), d i s c ~

and attaches such anecdotal reports. How~,er, the

Commission simply concludes that the reports "have not been confirmed." The Commission has
not provided any analysis or justification why it has not considered these anecdotal reports to be
evidence of the presence of steelhead.
The Commission failed to adequately conaider evidence submitted by the Parties and
failed to jnstify the conclusions it reached in the Order. Accordingly, the Order is not supported
by substantial eviden~ and the findings and conclusions should be reconsidered.

13
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The Commission failed to properly consider recommendations by NMFS and
the Service regarding measures necessary for the anadromous form of
Central Valley steelhead.

In the Order, the Commission noted that the Resource Agencies and others "expressed the
need to modify existing monitoring programs to include steelhead, to implement new monitoring
programs related to steclhead, and to examine flows and temperatures necessary for the
protection of steelhead." Order at 25. For example, the Service provided written comments that
informed the Commission ofmodiflcations to the monitoring programs and flow schedule that
were necessary to address steelhead. See, inter alia, the Service's September 30, 2004, letter (ELibrary No. 20041004-.0047). In addition, the Commission summarized the types of information
regarding the effects of Project operations on steelhead that NMFS stated were needed. Order at
25-26. However, based on its incorrect conclusion that more information was necessa~ first to
determine steeihead presence In the Tuolunme River, the Commission did not follow the
recommendations of NMFS and the Service. Now that steelhead presence has been established,
the Commission must revise its conclusions regarding ~ l h c a d presence and revise the Order to
ensure that the r~ommendatiom of the Resource Agencies to protect ateelhead are implemented.
See 16 U.S.C. § 8030).
The Requ~t for Rehearing of this Order filed by NMFS also raises concerns with the
Commission's response and deferral of action on NMFS' May 3, 2003, Petition seeking to
amend the license to modify the minimum slrmmilows as necessary to protect both steelhead and
Chinook salmon in the Tuolunme River. In that Petition, NMFS reiterated its request that the
Commission initiate consultation with NMFS pursuant to ESA section 7(aX2) regarding the
impacts of the Don Pedro Project facilities and operation on Central Valley steelhead. The

14
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Service has similarly requested that the Commission initiate consultation regarding Project
effects to steelhead. See, inter alia, the Service's February 26, 2004, letter (E-Library No.
20040301-0002 ). The Commission noted in the Order that "the petition is currently pending
before the Commission and will be addressed in a subsequent order." Order at 7. The need for
the Commission to consult on Project effects to steclhead is even more compelling now,
however, as the Order constitutes definite action taken by the Commission. Such agency action
requires compliance by the Federal action agency with the consultation provisions in section 7 of
the ESA. These Commiasion-ordered actions may adversely affect listed Central Valley
steclhead. The Commission must initiate formal consultation with NMFS pursuant to ESA
section 7(a)(2) regarding the impacts of the Don Pedro Project facilities and operation on Central
Valley steethead.
This situation is distinguished from that addressed by the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeais
in California Sport~hing Protection Alliance v. FERC, 472 F.3d 593 (9~ Cir. 2006) (CSPA),
which concerned the ongoing operation of the DeSebla-Centerville Project under a 30-year
liconseismedin 1980. CSPAat594. ln determining in CSPA that consultalJon was not required
under ESA section 7(aX2), the court focused on the triggerin8 mechanism for consultation,
which in that case would have been an agency action, not the listing o f a species. Ia~ at 597. In
CSPA, the court did not find that the Commission had proposed any affmmtfive act that would
trigger the consultation requirements for current operafiocs (Id. at 598) and that reopener
provisions were not of themselves sufficient to constitute the discretionary agency involvement
or control that might mandate consultation. Id at 599. In CSPA, the court held that the

15
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Commission was "not required to initiate separate consultation with respect to [the licensee's]
operation ofthe project under the existing, 1980 license agreement." Id.
Here, in contrast, the Commission has clearly exercised its reserved authority under
Article 58 to take action related to the results of the monitoring program called for in that Article:
Based on the information provided in the Licensees' study results to be filed by April 1,
2005, the Commission will determine whether to require further monitoring studies and
changes in project structures and operations to protect fishery resources in the Tuolunme
River, after notice and opportunity for heating.
76 FERC ¶ 61,117 (1996), Paragraph G. Upon the filing of the Summary Report, the
Commission provided notice and initiated a proceeding, to which numerous patties intervaned
and provided comments, that culminated in the Order at issue here. The Order states specifically
that it is "final agency action." Order at 30, Paragraph E. The Commission's action includes
determinations that no change is necessary to existing flow requirements under Article 37, and
whether monitoring studies will or will not be required under the license. Unlike the CSPA case,
here the Commission has exercised its discretion under the lice~u~e,it is authorizing the Licemees
to take certain actions under the license r e ~

m flows and monitoring, and it is taking final

agency action. Therefore, the Commission's action triggers the consultation requirement under
ESA section 7(aX2). The Commission must immedi~ly initiate consultation with NMFS to
address Project effects to Central Valley steelhead. It further should reconsider its rejection of
the r e c o ~ o n s

oflqMFS and the Service concentin8 measures necessary 1o protec~ Central

Valley steelhead.
2.

In coseludJsg tktt exblbt8 ~
under Article 37 t r t adequte n d require no
modfficatfous, tire CommbaJon erred ba mbbtterpretl~ htformstion regsrdfng
factors affectS| Tuolunme River fJdl-run (3tinook salmon, fried to support its
coscJusiou tbst there Js no need to cblmge A~Jde 37 flow requirements, and failed
16
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to adequately conslder recommendations subndtted by the Service and other
Resource Agencle~ In addldon, the Commission should consider new information
provided in this rehearing request that establishes the need to Increase m i n i m u m
flows to assist Chinook salmon to avoid extinction in the Tuolunme River.
a.

The Commission's concInsions regarding the adequacy of the flow

requirements under Article 37 are based upon a misInterpretation of
Information.
In the Order, the Commission concludes that modifications to the existing flow legime in
Article 37 are not necessary, stating that
[t]he information presented to date does not indicate that the flow requirements of Article
37 are responsible for the decline of Chinook salmon in the Tuolumne River. Therefore,
the recommended increases in flow requirements are not warranted and the current flow
requirements under Article 37 should continue to be maintained.
Order a123. This conclusion is in large part based upon the Commission's interpretation of daXa
from the Pacific Fisheries Management Council (2007) and from NMFS (Order at 22, footnotes
19 and 20), data which indicate that warm ocean temperatures in 2005 .causedlow escalgments
in fall 2007. However, poor ocean conditions in 2005 do not explain the decline in salmon
population numbers in the Tooinmnc River over a number of yeats and should not be taken out
of context.
in addition, the Commission concludes that, becauu~ the recent data show a decline in
harvest and spawning eseapemem since 2004 in the Sectmmmto and San Joaquin rivers and their
tributaries, factors other tinm instream flows are having adverse impacts on Chinook salmon
populations and therefore no changes in flow rvquircments me necessary. Order at 23. While
other factors may have an effect, such factors do not eliminate the contribution of poor instream
conditions to the decline. The Resource Agcagies provided the Commission with analyses and
evidence of the effects of the Project's flow schedule on Chinook salmon.
17
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March 5, 2007, letterto the Commission, attachingthe "Limiting Factor Analyses" (E-Library
No. 20070314-0089). The Commission has not adequatelyconsideredthisevidence and has
misinterpretedNMFS' recentfindingsregardingpoor ocean conditionsas constitutingthe sole
reason for the declinein Chinook salmon in the Tuolunme River.
Moreover, the Commission ignoresthe findingsand recommendations of itsown
Division of Hydropowcr Administrationand Compliance. Those findingsrecognizedthatthe
data obtained through the Licensees' studies were insufficient to determine that the license flow
schedule "had produced the intended benefits in salmon production" (Commission's June 15,
2007, preliminary analysis) and that the lack of evidence of an increase in either smolt survival or
spawner escapement from the flow regime illustrated the need for the collection of additional
data. Commission's December 20, 2006, letter. The preliminary analyses raised questions as to
whether the flow regime was adequate to achieve the intended benefits. The Commission fails to
explain how the findings in its Order respond to its own preliminary analysis and review of the
Summary Report and studies.
b.

Tile Commission's conclusions regarding the adequacy of the flow
requirements under Article 37 are not supported by substantial evidence.

The Order inconectly focuses on the abnormally low cacapeme~t during fall 2007 Sat
was likely partly caused by unsuitable ocean conditions in 2005 as evidence that factors beyond
the influence of the Don Pedro Project are controlling salmon returns to the Tuolumne River.
However, the Resource Agencies provided cviden~ that, prior to the fall of 2007, the Tuolumne
River fall-run Chinook salmon population was primarily controlled by flow releases from La
Grange Dam as well as flow levels in the San Jcequ'm River at Vemalis. A single event of
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unusually poor ocean conditions in 2005 does not refute the substantial evidence that La Grange
flow releases normally affect salmon production in the Tuolumne River. See Limiting Factor
Analyses (E-Libra~ No. 20070314-0089).
The Limiting F~tor Analyses provided the Commission with analyses and evidence of
the deleterious © f ~

to Chinook sa/mon resulting from the P m j ~ license flow schedule. In

that document, the Resource Agencies discussed a wide range of factom limiting Chinook
salmon and Central Valley stcelhead populations in the Tuolonme River, including the
relationship ofinstream flow releases in the Tuolmnne River to adult Chinook recruitment, the
relationship of winter flows to the number of fry that survive to smolt size in the Tuolumne
River, and the effect of spring flows on the number of smolts that survive their migration through
the Tuolunme River and the Delta. In the Order, the Commission focuscs mostly on another
limiting factor - ocean conditions. However, as discussed above, ocean conditions are not the
sole reason for the decline in Chinook salmon in the Tuolumne River, and the Commission
provides no jmfificafion to refute the evidence and analyses on the record indicating deleterious
effects to Chinook salmon are resulting from the Project ficeme flow schedule. The Commission
cannot ignore evidence ofdeleterincs Project effects. The Commim/on must follow the
recommendations of the Service and other Resource Agencies to protect fishery resources to
mitigate these deleterious Project effects. See 16 U.S.C. § 8030).
c.

Tbe Commbaioa must cousider the new evidence offered herein and
recoJuider its decision regarding the flow reeommudaflons.

Enclosed on the disc provided herein for consideration by the Commission is new
evidence offered by the Service that indicates that the Tuolmn~ River fall-run Chinook salmon

19
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population of naturally produced fish is at a high risk of extinction due to insufficient instream
flow releases. See Me.sick, C. 2008, "The High Risk of Extinction for the Natural Fall-Run
Chinook Salmon Population in the Lower Tuolumne River due to Insufficient Instream Flow
Releases." This study characterizes the risk of extinction for Chinook salmon populations based
on criteria developed by Lindley and others (2007) that includes population size, rates of
population decline, catastrophes, and hatchery influence.

Based on population size, the

Tuolumne River could be at high risk of extinction if eacapement drops below a total eacapeme~t
of less than 250 spawners over three consecutive years (mean of 83 fish per year) and at low risk
if escapement remains above 2,500 spawners for three consecutive years (mean of 833 fish per
year). Escapement rates of naturally produced fish in the Tuolumne River are probably less than
a total of 250 fish between fall 2005 and fall 2007, which places the Tuolumne River at a high
risk of extinction according to the recommended criteria of Lindley and others (2007). Mesick at
2.
A second threat to the viability of the natural salmonid population is a precipitous decline
in escapement, which on the Tuolunme has "declined from about 16,000 adults in fall 2000 to
few if any fish between fall 2005 through fall 2007." Id. Escapement in 2007 was
catastrophically low. ld. at 3. The study concludes that "It]he number ofnatunflly produced adult
salmon that return to the Tuolumne River is primarily a response of the juvenile salmon to the
flows released at La Grange Dam during the wintm, ~ d spring." Mesick at 3, citing Figure 1 of
the Limiting Factor Analyses (E-I.a'brm7 No. 20070314-0089). There is a correlation between
flow releases and salmon recruitment; i.¢., as flows increase above 2,000 cfs, there is an
exponential increase in recruitment. Meaick at 4, Figure 1, L/miring Factor Analyses. Dr.
20
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Mesick's work includes recommendations for a minimum flow schedule that should be able to
sustain both naturally producing Chinook salmon and O. mykisspopulations that would include
the following three elements:
Pulse flows of 1,330 cfs for 45 days during April and May to provide suitable
conditions for migrating juvenile salmon and Central Valley steclhead.
Fall pulse flows of 1,500 cfs for 10 days during mid-October to attract adult
Chinook salmon to the Tuolumne River and minimize straying (Mesick 2001).
Year round base flows of 235 cfs to provide suitable water temperatures
throughout the summer in 12.4 miles of habitat for O. mykissand suitable
spawning and rearing conditions for fall-run Chinook salmon. The minutes for
the Tuolumne River Technical Advisory Committee on June 24, 2003, (included
on the accompanying disc of supporting materials) discussed real-time flow
management, but the Licensees never reported the results in their meeting notes or
other reports to the Commission.
Mesick at 4. Dr. Mesick's report and flow recommendations are supported by substantial
evidence, and constitute significant new information that the Commission must consider. See 18
C.F.R. § 385.713(¢X3).
.

Tke Commission's conclusions that the Summary Report and the uudertying
fbberJes studies and monltor~nI comply with Article 58 are not supported by
substantial evidence and fail to miequately consider recommendations of the Service
and other Resource Ageucies. Tke Commbsion's Order igaores the Commbsion
Division oF Hydropower Admbtistrltioa and CompUance's own flndJ~p t/tit meet
of the requh'ed monRortal produced data that were ileuflldeut to reach any valid
cenclmJem about the effects of streamflew releases a i d tltst additional, wendesigned and weB-executed studies are necesam'y before the effectiveness of the flow
schedule and other measures could be determined.
it.

1"be Commission fared to support its coaclmions rehtted to fisheries studies
with substantial evideuce.

The Order conclud~ that the Summary Report complies with the requirements of Article
58, and "that the information presented and analyzed to date does not warrant a change in the
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existing Article 37 flow requirements." Order at 29, 24. The Commission further declined to
require the continuation ofmost of the studies, even those that had been proposed by the
Licensees and considered necessary in the Commission's earlier findings. These conclusions
directly conflict with the earlier findings of the Commission, as evidenced in the December 20,
2006, letter. Moreover, despite the Licensees' expressed intent in the Summary Plan to continue
fall spawning surveys and water temperature monitoring through the term of the license (Order at
23), the Commission does not require the continuation of studies into the rclicensing process.
Order at 24. The Licensees also proposed to continue other monitoring elements (se'me and
snorkel surveys, spring rotary screw trapping, and invertebrate sampling) but only if adequate
funding sources are available. The Commission should ensure that the Licensees fully fund any
studies that are necessmy to address impacts of Project operations.
The Order provides scant discussion of the rationale and no discussion of evidence that
supports the Commission's dccialons rcgstding its failure to require the Licensees to perform
studies that even its own pceliminary findings consider necessary. Order at 23-24. In addition,
the Commission fails to provide any rationale for its revialon of the conclusions that were made
by Commission's Divhdon of Hydropower ~

o

n

lind C o m p l i ~ related to the

Fisheries Studies in the Commission's December 20, 2006, letter or in its pre"hminaryreview of
the Summary Rq~rt.
In its December 20, 2006, letter, the Commission summarized the proceed/ng related to
the Summary Report, and concluded:
Our general conclusion about the 10-Year Summary Report, as lxesented at the meeting,
is that for most of the required monitoring, the data were imufficient to reach any valid
conclusions about the effecls of the modified slreamflow rele~ses and restoration efforts
22
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on the fisheries resources of the Tuolumne River. Some o f the monitoring efforts were
improperly designed or executed and could not, therefore, produce data that would allow
valid conclusions. Some o f the mitigative measures simply have not had sufficient time
for the monitoring efforts to show any change, or the response was not great enough to
detect.
Therefore, we conclude that under Article 58 ofthe license, further monitoring studies are
needed. Additional, well-designed and well-executed studies are necessary before the
effectiveness of the revised flow schedule and the non-flow mitigative measures can be
determined.
December 20, 2006, letter at 2. Although an agency is entitled to change its course or views, "it
must supply a reasoned analysis justifying the reversal." Babbitt v. Fund f o r Animals, 903 F.
Supp. 96-116 (D.C. 1995Xciting Motor Vehicle Manufacturer Association, Inc. v. State Farm
Mutual Auto Insurance Co., 463 U.S. 19, 57, 103 S. Ct. 2856, 2874, 77 L. Ed. 2d 443 (1983));
see also Hatch v. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, 654 F.2d 825, 834-35 (D.C. Cir.

198 I). In this Order, the Commission fails to provide any reasoned analysis that would support
the reversal of its own previous conclusions.
b.

The Commission failed to adequately ¢easider recommendatlem o f the
Service and other Resource Agencies i l its conclusions related to flsher/es
studies.

The Service's extensive participation in this proceeding, which included informing the
Commission on numerous occasions oftho deficiencies o f the Licensees' study plan, is
documented in the Background Section o f this rebearin8 request. The Service's contributions on
these issues are in the Commission record and will not be repeated here. In summary, however,
the Service has consistently provided substantial information and provided reasons why the
Summary Report and study plan are inadequate to provide the basis for the Commission's
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conclusion in the Order. 2 The Commission has not adequately explained in the Order why it is
not following the Service's recommendations, and those of the other Resource Agencies,
regarding fisheries studies. See 16 U.S.C. § 803(j).
Moreover, the Order points out that "[n]o party sought to raise any disagreements
concerning the study elements or their design during the lO-yesr study period" (Order at 13),
apparently to support the Commission's new view that the studies were adequate. This position
inexplicably ignores the consistent comments filed by all of the Resource Agencies, expressing
concerns that the studies were failing to provide the information necessary for the Commission to
make a reasoned decision with respect to the study plan. It further overlooks the Commission's
own views, which found the Summary Report to contain insufficient data to reach any valid
conclusions, and that some of the monitoring efforts were improperly designed or executed and
thus could not produce data that would allow valid conclusions. Commission December 20,
2006, letter at 2. The Commission's decision is not supported by substantial evidence and should
be reconsidered in light of the extensive record documenting concerns with the existing studies
and providing recommendations for necessary actions to address these inadequacies.

2 For instance~ studies ~ n~ded to determine tl~ precise duration and timing of spring
pulse flows. The need for these studies was thoroughly d~cnq~d in the Agencies' March 2007,
filing and the Limiting Factor Analyses. The Commission's Order (and the Summary Report)
fail to recognize that there are uncertainties in the timing and dmafion of spring pulse flows
needed to sustain the salmonid populations.
24
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The Commission failed to address the Servke's request that the Commission should
amend Articles 37 and 58 to ensure appropriate participation by the National
Marine Fisheries Service. The Service reiterates its request that these articles be
modified to include NMFS as a pm'tfcipating and approving entity with respect to
flows and studies.

Article 37 requires the Licensees to maintain minimum streamflows in the Tuolumne
River at La C~mngeBridge for fish purposes in accordance with a set table and schedule, based
on the Water Year classification. An alternative flow schedule may be determined by agreement
among the L/ccnsccs, the Service and CDFG. Article 58 requires the Licensees to implc~ncmta
monitoring program for Chinook salmon, to be developed in consultation with the Service and
CDFG. NMFS was not included as an entity from whom the D/stricts must obtain agrccment
prior to pcoposing to the Commission an alternative flow schedule under Article 37, nor as a
consulting entity in the development of the monitoring program in Article 58, even though
Chinook salmon are a species under NMFS' jurisdiction.
The listing of Central Valley steelbead as a threatened species subsequent to the
amendment of the Don Pedro license has made more imperative the inclusion of NMFS in the
requirements under each of these ficensc articles. As noted in the Background Section above, the
Serv/ce has in sevend filings requested that the Commission add NMFS as an ent/ty to be
consulted to each article. The Service reiterates this request at this time, as the Commission
action in response to the Summary Report and the modifications it is ordering to the license
provide the window the Commission may need to make this amendment to the license
requirements.
Article 37 has resulted in annual consultations among the Licensees, the Service and
CDFG as to the flow schedule for that water year. Since the listing of stcelhcad, the Service has
25
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deferred to NMFS in making decisions as to the appropriate flow schedule, as the flows must
provide protection to beth Chinook salmon and Central Valley steelhead, species which are beth
under NMFS' jurisdiction. The Service will continue to defer these decisions to the NMFS, as
NMFS is the appropriate entity to determine the appropriate flow schedule for the species under
its authority. The Service requests at this time that this practice be made official, and NMFS be
added as an entity whose written agreement must be obtained prior to any annual modifications
to the flow schedule under Article 37. The Service may remain as an entity to be consulted, but
the actual agreement to the flow modifications must be obtained from NMFS.
IV. CONCLUSION
The Service has provided the Commission with substantial evidence and clear support for
its recommendations regarding fisheries studies and the flows that are necessary to address
deleterious Project effects on Chinook salmon and O. mykiss. The Commission's Order
inexpficably ignores the recommendations o f the Resource Agencies and o f its own staffin
disregarding the need to modify the Article 37 flow schedule to ensure that Chinook salmon and
Cenlral Valley steelhead are protected and to ensure that sufficient studies are performed to make
reasoned decisions about the needs o f the fisheries resources. In addition, the Commission
continues to ignore its responsibilities under the ESA to address Project effects to listed Central
Valley steelhead, and has failed to consult as required under the ESA when undertaking an
action. Finally, the Commiuion must amend the ficamse to ¢~mre that the NMFS is accorded its
appropriate role under the annual flow modifications in Article 37 and to be consulted with
respect to fishery stud{es.
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For the above-stated reasons, the Service respectfully requests that this request for rehearing be
granted.

Respectfully submitted this [~fday of May, 2008.

Daniel G. Shillito
Regional Solicitor

Kerry O'Hara
Assistant Regional Solicitor
Attorney of Record for the Department of the Interior
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION
Turlock Irrigation District
Modesto Irrigation District
Project No. 2299
Don Pedro Project
Tuolumne River, California

Certificate of Service
I hereby certify that the foregoing Request for Rehearing of the Department of the
Interior has this day been sent via overnight delivery for filing with the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission and served, via deposit in U.S. mail, upon each person
designated on the Service List compiled by the Commission Secretary for this Project.
Dated at Sacramento, California, this I ~ day of May, 2008.
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United States Department of the Interior

IN REPLY
REFER TO:

OFFICE OF THE SOLIC/TOR
Pacific Southwest Region
2800 Cottage Way
Room E-1712
Saczamemo, California 95825-1890

May 1,2008
!

~IE

:"~ °rt

By overnight delivery
Kimberly Bose, Secretary
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
888 First Street NE
Washington, DC 20426

C'.

"~":
t

"13

;J.-:

~

[A

.

o

Subject:

,
.

Don Pedro Project, FERC No. 2299-057
Request for Reheating of the Depamnent of the Interior
Order on Ten-Year Summary Report Under Article 58

Dear Ms. Bose:
Enclosed for filing with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission in the abovecaptioned proceeding, please find the original and nine copies of the Department of the Interior's
Request for Rehearing of the Commission's April 3, 2008, Order on Ten-Year Summary Report
under Article 58. This filing includes an accompanying disc containing supporting evidence.
The DcparUnent's Office of the Solicitor does not have access to electronic mail, and thus
must file paper copies. Please date-stamp the ninth copy and return it to me in the stamped, self-

addressed envelope.
Thank you for your attention.
Sincerely,
Daniel G. Shillito
Regional Solicitor

By:

Kerry O'Hara
Assistant Regional Solicitor

Enclosure (Request for Rehearing and Supporting Materials)
cc:
Service List, Project No. 2299
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION
Modesto Irrigation District
Turlock Irrigation District

)
)

Don Pedro Project

)

Project No. 2299-057

)
)
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
REQUEST FOR REHEARING
ORDER ON TEN-YEAR SUMMARY REPORT UNDER ARTICLE 58
Pursuant to 18 C.F.R. § 385.713, and for the reasons destm'bed herein, the Department of
the Interior (Department) and its bureau the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (Service)
hereby timely request rehearing of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's (Commission)
April 3, 2008, Order on Ten-Year Summary Report Under Article 58 of the license for the Don
Pedro Project 0a-2299) (Project). 123 FERC ¶ 62,012. On July 25, 2005, the Department timely
intervened (E-Library No. 20050726-0155) in res~nse to the Commission's June 24, 2005,
Notice 1renouncingthat the Summary Report had been filed and mliciling interventions and
commen~ and thus is a Party for purposes of this rehearing request. 18 C.F.R. § 385.713 Co).
I. BACKGROUND

The Project was originally licensed in 1964. 31 FPC ¶ 510. Article 37 of the Project
license established minimum flow releases for the first twenty years of Project operations
(beginning after conslruction completion in 1971 through 1991) and provided that the Licensees
would study the Tuolunme River fishery during that time. In addition, the Commission re~rved
its authority to revise the minimum flow requirements after twenty years. 31 FPC at pp. 526-27
(Articles 37, 39). The study period was extended by agreement among the Licensees, the
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California Department offish and Game (CDFG) and the Service, to end in 1998. 38 FERC ¶
61,097 (1987) (Article 58).
In December 1992, the Commission initiated a proceeding pursuant to Article 37 to

f

reopen the license and to determine the flows necessary to protect fishery resources in the
Tuolumne River. The Service participated in a negotiated process that resulted in submission by
the Licensees of a Settlement Agreement and Request for License Amendment on February 5,
1996. The Agreement included provision for the release ofmmimum flows from the Project in
accordance with a schedule that would result in higher flows than those under the original
license. The Licensees did not request Commission approval of the Settlement Agreement, but
rather sought a license amendment to revise the license consistent with the Agreement. In an
Order issued July 31, 1996, 76 FERC ¶ 61,117, the Commission amended the license to adopt a
revised Article 37, which set minimum stream flows in the Tuolumne River in accordance with a
table end schedules set forth in the license, or as agreed among the Licensees, CDFG, and the
Service. The stream flow regime was based upon the life history requirements of Chinook
salmon. In addition, the Order emended Article 58 to require the Licensees to implement a
program to monitor Chinook salmon populations and habitat in the Tuolumne River, and
required filing of the results of any fishery studies by April 1, 2005. This filing became the

Summary Report
The Service has been an active participant in this Project proceeding, dating back prior to
the license amendment process. Subsequent to the license amandment, the Service actively
participated in the development and review of the fishery studies and of the Summary Report.
As has been brought previously to the Commission's attention by the National Marine Fisheries
2
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Service (NMFS) and the Service, the amended license and its minimum instream flows are
premised on the needs of Chinook salmon, not on the needs of O. myk/.~ (Central Valley
steclhead), a species that is now listed as a threatened species under the Endangered Species Act
(ESA).) The listing of the species prompted NMFS and the Service on several occasions to
request that the Commission reconsider the studies and flow schedule in order to include
consideration of the needs of steelhcad, and to request that the Commission initiate consultation
under the ESA to addressProject effects to steclhead. The Service has also on several occasions

requested that the license be amended to include NMFS as a party from whom the Licensees
must obtain agreement prior to making any flow adjustments und~ Article 37, to ensure that any
developed flow regime adequately considers steclhead. See Service's February 26, 2004, filing
with the Commission (E-Library No. 20040301-0002).
The Sorvice's F e b r u ~ 26, 2004, le~" furth¢= informed the Commission of the need to
consider steclhead in its decisions, and that the monitoring studies and flow schedule required in
the license only addressed impacts to Chinook salmon. The Service urged the Licensees to
collect information through monitoring studies on steclhcad for inclusion in the Summary
Report, and advised that the lack of mc.h information would prevent tho Commission from
making a reasoned decision as to whether additional monitoring or changes in Project structures

'On May 2, 2003, NOAA Fishcrios petitioned the Commiuion to amend the license to
modify Artic]e 37 minimum flow provi~om to prov/de for the pro~)ction of Jm)dhoad. The
Commission by Order issued Do~u)mb~ 22, 2003, deferred comfidim~on of the petition, pending
the completion of informal discussions botwo(m NOAA Fishmies and the Licensees. In the
subject Ord~, the Commission i n d i r . ~ that NMFS' petition will be a d d r ~ s ~ in a subsequent
order. Order at 7.
3
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and operations would be necessary to protect fishery resources in the Tuohmme River. Service's
February 26, 2004, letter.
Addressing the Licensees' response to this letter, the Service clarified its concerns about
fish resources to the Commission in a letter dated September 30, 2004 (E-Library No.
20041004-0047). In responding to the Licensees' comments, the Service pointed out that, while
studies of Chinook salmon have substituted for stcelhead studies in the past, the two f~sh occupy
riv~ habitats at different times and physiological stages and therefore, data on Chinook salmon
will not necessarily adequately represent steelhead. The Service continued to encourage the
Licensees and the Commission to develop monitoring and study plans that would include the
needs of steelhead so that a reasoned decision may be made as to the measures necessary to
protect fishery resources. Service's September 30, 2004, letter.
In response to the Licamsees' March 25, 2005, filing ofthe Summary Report, the
Commission by letter dated June 24, 2005, noticed the Fisheries Studies Report and Study
Proposal for comment, to which the Service responded on July 21, 2005 (E-Library No.
20050725-0071). At that time, the Service recommended again that the Commission modify the
Project license to monitor, protect, and improve the population and habitats of Central Valley
steelbead, and informed the Commission that the monitoring studies and flow modifications
failed to consider stcelbead. The Service roiterated its request that Articles 37 and 58 be
amended to add NMFS as a participant in the minimum stream flow and salmon habitat
monitoring programs established under those articles. The Service also recommended that the
license require the Licensees to develop a well-defined Adaptive Management Program, to
perform test flow-related hypotheses (of new flow operations) to determine the most effective
4
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use ofinstream flows to help reverse declinesin the Chinook salmon population and to protect
the steclheed population,and to implement nine high-prioritynon-flow studiesto determine the

effectivenessof restorationprojects and to more fullyevaluate other polentialenvironmental
constraintson salmonid populations. The Sen'ice's filingincluded scientificanalysis as further
support, including a "StatisticalComparison of the Chinook Salmon Population Before and After
the Final Settlement Agreement."
The Service participated in a public meeting hosted by the Commission on July 25, 2006.
After review of the Summary Report, the comments received in writing and at the public
meeting, and the Licensees' responses to those comments, the Commission's Division of
Hydrupower AdminismUion and Compliance responded to the Summary Report through a letter
dated December 20, 2006, which stated:
Our general conclusion about the 10-Year Summary Report, as presented at the meeting,
is that for most oftbe required monitoring, the data were insufficient to.reach any valid
conclusions about the effects of the modified streamflow releases and restoration efforts
on the fisheries resources of the Tuolunme R/vor. Some of the monitoring efforts were
improperly designed or executed and could not, therefore, produce data that would allow
valid conclusions. Some ofthe mitigative measures simply have not had sufficient time
for the monitoring efforts to show any change, or the response was not great enough to
detect.
Therefore, we conclude that under Article 58 of the license, further monitoring studies are
needed. Additional, well-demigned and well-executed studies are necessary before the
effectiveness of the revised flow schedule and the non-ftow mitigative measures can be
determined.
Commission December 20, 2006, letter to Districts, at 2. The Commission indicated that a study
plan and schedule for monitoring was necessary to address instrvmn flow, habitat restoration, fry
survival, steelhesd p r e ~ a b s e n c o , predator control and river tem~lmnture, and that the study
plan should be developed in cooperation with various groups, including the Tuolumne River
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Technical Action Committee (TRTAC) (of which the Service is a member), the NMFS, and NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs).
The Licensees submitted a Draft Study Plan on February 2, 2007, to which the Resource
Agencies (the Service, CDFG and NMFS) filed joint comments on March 7, 2007 (E-Library No.
20070314-0089).

The Agencies pointed out that the Draft Study Plan failed to include the

following basic elements:
• Appropriate management questions framed as testable hypotheses;
• Metrics that can be measured at both the site-specific and population levels;
• Methods that provide relatively accm~e measurements of the test metrics;
• Exporhnenta] conditions that, to the extent possible, vary one habita~ variable at a time;
• Statistical deaigm that provide assurances that a sufficient number o f observations will
be made and specify how the data will be assessed to adequately test the hypotheses and
reach statistically valid conclusions.
The Service further provided specific comments on the studies and submitted the Agencies'
Limiting Factor Analyses, in which the Agencies developed conceptual models for the salmon

and troul populations in the Tuolumne River in an attempt to explain how ecosystem processes,
including flow management and restoration, affect the production of adult C-'hmooksalmon and
adult Central Valley stee]h~d in the Tuolunme River. Limiting Factor Analyses at 9. The
Agencies recommended that these models be used to monitor the ~

o f the salmonid

populations to manipolatiom of flow and physical habitat and to monitor the response of
individual fish to show the cause and effect mechanisms that drive the observed response o f the
population to the habitat manipulations. Id The Limfling Factor Analyses included the
Agencies' recommendations for studies that were necessary to inform these analyses and
management actions that would test the hypotheses.
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The Licensees submitted the FisheriesStudy Plan on March 20, 2007. On June 15, 2007,
the Commission Division of Hydropower Administration and Compliance issued itspreliminary
analysisof the FisheriesStudy Plan, noting that:
Staff's review of the 10-year Summary Report determined that the data were insufficient
to conclude that implementation of the 1995 settlement agreement flow schedule had
produced the intended benefits in salmon production.
June 15, 2007, letter at I. The Commission went on to state specifically that, with respect to
insU'cam flow issues,the Licensees' Study Plan did not resolve all issues for which the
Commission had considered additionalinformation to be necessary. The Commission found six
issues from the study plan thatremained to be resolved,including the need to provide flows
higher than required by the Settlement Agreement at leastonce during the next four years to
produce smelt production dam for high flow conditions and to continue discussions with the
TRTAC regarding the cost and benefits of future coded-wire tag studies. June 15, 2007, letter at
8.
By letter dated July 27, 2007, the Service commented to the Commission on its
Preliminary Analysis (E-Library No. 20070803-0078). These comments, citing to the Limiting
Factor Analyses provided with the Service's March 2007, filing, reported again to the
Commission the decline by 50% in the number of adult Tuolumne River fall-run Chinook
salmon, and urged the adoption era robust study plan that would include the elements from the
Limiting Factor Analyses. The Service also expressed concern that the minimum flow
requirements do not protect resident and anadromous forms ofruinbow trout. The Service
further pointed out three substantial deficiencies in the Draft Study Plan: the insuf~ciency of the
fishery studies; the need to evaluate the importance of winter flows on fry su.,wival; and the need
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for fish health surveys to evaluate the effects of flow on food resources, diseases and
contaminants.
On April 3, 2008, the Commission issued its Order on Ten-Year Summary Report under
Article 58 (123 FERC ¶ 62,012). As applicable here, the Commission's main conclusions area;
No O. myk~s anadmmy has been identified in the Tuolumne River, and monitoring
efforts to date have been inconclusive in determining the presence or absence ofstcelhead
populations in the Tuolunme River. Order at 26.
There is no basis for requiting additional inslxeam flow studies on the effects of flows on
O. myk/~, as steelhead monitoring should first be completed in order to determine if
steclhead are present in the Tuolunme River. Order at 27.
Factors outside the river are impec~ng the Chinook salmon escapemant. Order at 22-23.

•

The information presented end analyzed to date does not warrant a change in the existing
Article 37 flow requirements. Order at 23.
•

The SummaD, Report complies with Article 58. Order at 29.

This request for rehearing challenges the Commission's Findings on these issues.
H. STATEMENT OF ISSUES

.

The Commission should recomdder its finding that the anadromons form ofO. mykiss
(Central Valley etce~eed), which is listed as threatened under the Endangered Species
Act, is not present in the Tuolunme River based on recent evidence that establishes the
presence of steelbead in the river. In concludin8 that no steelhead have been identified in
the Tuolumnc River, the Commission failed to properly consider evidence o f stcelhead
presence h'ud is in the record of this ~
and cited in the Order at pages 24-26,
failed to support its conclusions with substantial evidence, and failed to consider the
recommendations o f the NMFS, the Service and other resource agencies. Support for this
position is found in the CDFG Final Report by Christian E. Zimmerman, et al. (USGS),
2008. "Maternal Origin and Migratory History of Oncorhynchus myk/ss captured in
rivers of the Central Valley, California," which is included on the attached disc for filing
with the Commission.

.

In concluding that existing flows under Article 37 are adequate and require no
modifications, the Commission erred in misinterpreting information regarding factors
affecting Tuolunme River fall-ran Chinook salmon, failed to support its conclusion that

8
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/

there is no need to change Article 37 flow requirements, and failed to adequately consid~
recommendations submitted by the Service and other Resource Agencies. In addition, the
Commission should consider new information provided in this rehearing request that
establishes the need to increase minimum flows to assist Chinook salmon to avoid
extinction in the Tuolumne River. In support of this issue, the Service cites to Mesick, C.
2008. "The High Risk of Extinction for the Natural Fall-Run Ch'mook Salmon Population
in the Lower Tuolumne River due to Insufficient Instream Flow Releases" and the
accompanying reference documents that are included on the disc provided for filing
herein; end the Service's prior filings in this proceeding, including the "Limiting Factor
Analyses" (E-Library No. 20070314-0089).
.

.

The Commission's conclusions that the Summary Report and the underlying fisheries
studies and monitoring comply with Article 58 are not supl~rted by substantial evidence
and fail to adequately consider recommendations of the Service and other Resource
Agencies. The Commission's Order ignores the Comm/ssion D/vision of H y ~ p o w e r
Administration and Complience's own findings that most of the required monitoring
produced data that were insufficient to reach any valid conclusions about the effects of
streamfiow releases and that additional, well-designed end well-executed studies are
necessary before the effectiveness oftbe flow schedule and other measures could be
determined. Commission's December 20, 2006, letter. The Service's position on this
issue is supported by the following documents in the administrative record of this
proceeding: the Commission's December 20, 2006, letter (E-Library No. 200612260011); Commission's June 15, 2007, Preliminary Analysis of the Study Plan (E-Library
No. 20070619-0175); and the Limiting Factor Analyses (E-Library No. 20070314-0089).
The Commission failed to address the Service's request that the Conmdssion should
amend Articles 37 end 58 to ensure appropriate participation by the National Marine
Fisheries Service. The Service reiterates its request that these articles be modified to
include NMFS as a participating entity from which written approval must be required for
flow modifications and study plans. The Service may remain as an entity to be consulted
on these issues. Support for this poeition is provided in the Service's letters filed with the
Commission, to include the Service's February 26, 2004, filing. (E-Hbrary No.
20040301-0002).

Ill.

ARGUMENT

The Commission erred in issuing the Order for the following reasons:

2)

The Commlssfoa should reconsiderItsfinding that the anadromons form of O.
m y k m (Central Va~,y stedhead), which b listed as threatened under the
Endangered SpeciesAet, Is not present in the Tuolumne River based on recent
evidence that establlshesthe presence of steelhead in the river.In concluding that no
9
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steethead have been identified in the Tuolunme River, the Commission failed to
properly consider evidence of stcelhad presence that is in the record of this
proceeding and cited in the Order st pages 24-26, failed to support its conclusions
with substantial evidence, and failed to consider the recommendations of the NMFS,
the Service and other resource agencies.

With respect to the presence of steelhead in the Tuolumne River, the Order states:
There are opposing views regarding the presence or absence of steelhead in the Tuolumne
River, and whether anadromy exists in the resident population ofO. mflc/ss downstream
of La Grange Dam. Anecdotal reports persist offish with adult steelhead characteristics
in the Tuolunme River, but such reports have not been confirmed.
Order at 24. The Order recites evidence provided by NMFS of atcelhead populations in the river
and the opinions of the Resource Agencies and NGOs at the July 2006 meeting that there was a
"need to modify existing monitoring programs to include steelhead, to implement new
monitoring programs related to steelhead, and to examine flows and temperatures necessary for
the protection ofsteelhead." Order at 25. NMFS further requested the provision of specific
information concerning steclhead, as described on pages 25-26 of the Order. The Commission
then concludes:
No O. m y / ~ anadromy has been identified in the Tuolunme R i v ~ however,
reproductive oontn'bution of non-anadromous parents to anadromous offspring can occur
when the anadromous run size is small, suggesting a genetic compensation between the
anadromous and non-mmdromous life-history form& [Citation omitted]
It is apparent that monitoring efforts, to date, have been inconclusive in determining the
presence or absence of atcelhead populations in the Tuolumne River. The origin and
nature of rainbow trout downstremn of La Grange Dam is unclear, and it is unclear if
stcelhead occur in the Tuolunme River downstream of La Grange Dam.
The Districts, therefore, should initiate a monitoring effort to determine if the Tuolunme
River currently supports anadromons forms of rainbow trout...
Order at 26. The Commission further found no basis for requiting additional instream flow
studies, finding that monitoring for steelbead should first be completed to determine if steelhead
l0
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are present in the River. Order at 27.
These conclusions are not supported by substantial evidence as required by the law. See
16 U.S.C. § 8251 Co). In reaching these conclusions, the Commission did not consider or give
proper consideration to relevant information provided by the Resource Agencies, and thus the
conclusions are arbitrary, capricious and not in accordance with law. See 16 U.S.C. § 803(j);

Wisconsin Power & Light Company v. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, 363 F.3d 453,
461-466 (D.C. Cir. 2004).
The Commission must consider • recent study providing conclusive
evidence that the smadromous form of Om~r/o,ncJk~v m.ldi~ (Ceutra]

Valley steelkead) is present in the Tuolanme River.
The Commission should reconsider its decision in light of new information presented in a
paper, published March 6, 2008, in which otolith microchemistry was analyzed to determine the
migratory history of Central Valley stcolbead captured on several Central Valley Rivers,
including the Tuolunme River. Zimmerman, et al., 2008. "Maternal Origin and Migratory
History of Oncor/v,ndms my~.cs captured in rives oftbe C¢~al Valley, California" (which is
included on the attached disc of supporting materials to this rehearing request). An analysis of
the strontium (SR) to calcium (CA) ratios (SR:Ca) across the otolith of each fish was used to
describe the migratory history of that fish between freshwater and saltwater, as the concentration
of strontium is generally greater in saltwater. Further, comparison of Sr:Ca in the otolith
primordia and freshwater growth region was used to determine maternal origin (residen( or
anadromous) based on the assumption that primordial composition reflects the environment in
which yolk precursors develop (in the ocean for anadromons forms). The CDFG collected 146
wild O. mykiss from the Tuolume River between 2002 and 2007 for otolith microcbemistry
11
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analysis. Of the fish sampled (n= 146), eleven should bc considered stcelhcad, as they were
identified as having anadromous (steelhcad) maternal origin, and one of those fish displayed an
anadromous migratory history.
This new evidence establishes the presence of stcclhcad in the Tuolurnne River. The
proper standard for review of conclusions by the Commission is whether those conclusions are
supported by substantial evidence. See 16 U.S.C. § 8251(b); WL~consinPower & Light, 363 F.3d
at 461-66. Although the Commission's Order implies thai conclusive evidence is required
(Order at 26), conclusive evidence is not the appropriate standard. Nevertheless, this study
provides conclusive evidence that steelhcad migrate to and successfully spawn in the Tuolunme
River;, thus, it provides conclusive evidence of steelhcad presence in the Tuolunme River.
The evidence relied upon by the Commission in the Order is out of date. See Order at 18
("The preliminary results from the CDFG otolith study indicated no anadromy was detected'~.
The Commission must reconsider its determination that steelhead are not present in the
Tuolunme in light ofthis new information. See 18 C.F.R. § 385.713(c)(3). Further, the
Commission should similarly reconsider its determination that no additional instream flow
studies a~ required, as the prerequisite noted by the Commission in the Order at 27 (that O.

mykiss monitoring should first determine presence) has already been met
b.

The CommbaloJ failed to properly comflder evidence provided by the
Rtmmree Algm¢~ regardlig the preseaee of the u a d r o m o u s form of
Omcodg,m~.,. myAhs'(Cmtral Valley steelhend) in the Tuolumne
River and failed to support its eondusioms with substantial evidence.

In the Order, the Commission recognized that NMFS has supplied evidence of the
presence ofsteelhead in the Tuolumne River and summarized some ofthis evidence. Order at

12
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24-25. Notably, the Commission did not discuss why it did not consider evidence provided by
NMFS in a November 19, 2002, }etter, and again as an attachment to a June 20, 2006, filing.
This evidence includes a CDFG memorandum dated May 24, 2001, "Central Valley Steelhead
Genetics Study - Tuolunme River Sampling," which discusses steelhead found during sampling
conducted on the Tuolumne River. In the Order, the Commission does not adequately explain
why it has not considered this information from NMFS as evidence ofsteelhead presence, nor
has the Commission provided substantial evidence establishing that there are no steethead
present in the Tuolumne River.
In addition, the Commission noted,"[a]necdotal reports persist offish with adult atenlhead
characteristics in the Tuolumne River, but such reports have not been confirmed." Order at 24.
For example, the Conservation Groups' Brief in Support of the Petition of the National Marine
Fisheries Service for Modifying Project Structures and Operations (E-Library No. 200306065044, filed June 6, 2003), discusses and attaches such anecdotal reports. However, the
Commission simply concludes that the reports "have not been confLrmed." The Commission has
not provided any analysis or juatiflcation why it has not considered these anecdotal reports to be
evidence of the presence of steelhead.
The Commission failed to adequately consider evidence submitted by the Parties and
failed to justify the conclusions it reached in the Order. Acconfingly, the Order is not supported
by substantial evidence, and the findings and conclusions should be reconsidered.

13
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The Commission failed to properly consider recommendations by N M I ~ and
the Service regarding measures necessary for the anadromous form of
Central Valley steelhead.

In the Order, the Commission noted that the Resource Agencies and others "expressed the
need to modify existing monitoring programs to include steelhead, to implement new monitoring
programs related to stcelhead, and to examine flows and temperatures necessary for the
protection of stcelhead." Order at 25. For example, the Service provided written comments that
informed the Commission of modifications to the monitoring programs and flow schedule that
were necessary to address steelhcad. See, inter alia, the Service's September 30, 2004, letter (ELibrary No. 20041004-0047). In addition, the Commission summarized the types of information
regarding the effects of Project operations on steelhead that NMFS stated were needed. Order at
25-26. Howevez, based on its incorrect conclusion that more information was necessary first to
determine stcelhead presence in the Tuolunme River, the Commis~'on did not follow the
recommendations of NMFS and the Service. Now that stcelhead presence has been established,
the Commission must revise its conclusions regarding steelhead presence and revise the Order to
ensure that the recommendations of the Resource Agencies to protect steelhead are implemented.
See 16 U.S.C. § 8030).
The Request for Rehearing of this Order filed by NMFS also raises concerns with the
Commission's response and deferral o f action on NMFS' May 3, 2003, Petition seeking to
amend the license to modify the minimum streamflows as necessary to protect both stcelhead and
Chinook salmon in the Tuolumne River. In fllat Petition, NMFS reiterated its request that the
Commission initiate consultation with NMFS pursuant to ESA section 7(aX2) regarding the
impacts of the Don Pedro Project facilities and operation on Central Valley steelhead. The

14
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Service has similarly requested that the Commission initiate consultation regarding Project
effects to steelbead. See, inter alia, the Service's February 26, 2004, letter (E-Library No.
20040301-0002 ). The Commission noted in the Order that "the petition is currently pending
before the Commission and will be addressed in a subsequent order." Order at 7. The need for
the Commission to consult on Project effects to steelhead is even more compelling now,
however, as the Order constitutes definite action taken by the Commission. Such agency action
requires compliance by the Federal action agency with the consultation provisions in section 7 of
the ESA. These Commission-ordered actions may adversely affect listed Central Valley
steelhead. The Commission must initiate formal consultation with NMFS pursuant to ESA
section 7(a)(2) regarding the impacts of the Don Pedro Project facilities and operation on Central
Valley steelbead.
This situation is distinguished from that addressed by the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
in California Sportjishmg Protection Alliance 1,. FERC 472 F.3d 593 (9" Cir. 2006) (CSPA),
which concerned the ongoing operation of the DeSabla-Centerville Project under a 30-year
license issued in 1980. CSPA at 594. In detea'mining in CSPA that consuRafion was not required
under ESA section 7(a)(2), the court focused on the triggering mechanism for consultation,
which in that case would have been an agency action, not the listing of a species. Id. at 597. In
CSPA, the court did not find that the Commission had p r o p o ~ any affzrmative act that would
trigger the consultation requirements for current operations (Id. at 598) and that reopener
provisions were not of themselves sufficient to constitute the discretionary agenoy involvement
or control that might mandate consultation. Id. at 599. In CSPA, the court held that the
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Commission was "not requir~ to initiate separate consultation with respect to [the licensc~'s]
operation of the project und~ the existing, 1980 license agreement" ld.
Here, in conu'sst, the Commission has clearly exercised its re~rved authority under
Article 58 to take action related to the results of the monitoring program called for in that Article:
Based on the information provided in the Licensees' study results to be filed by April 1,
2005, the Commission will determine whether to require fia'ther monitoring studies and
changes in project structures and operations to protect fishery resources in the Tuolunme
River, after notice and opportunity for hearing.
76 FERC ¶ 61,117 (1996), Paragraph G. Upon the filing of the Summary Report, the
Commission provided notice and initiated a proceeding, to which numerous parties intervened
and provided comments, that culminated in the Order at issue here. The Order states specifically
that it is "final agency action." Order at 30, Paragraph E. The Commission's action includes
determinations that no change is necessary to existing flow requirements under Article 37, and
whether monitoring studies will or will not be required under the license. Unlike the CSPA case,
here the Commission has exercised its discretion under the license, it is authorizing the Licensees
to take certain actions under the license related to flows and monitoring, and it is taking final
agency action. Therefore, the Commission's action Iriggers the consultation requirement under
ESA section 7(aX2). The C o m m i ~ o n must immediately initiate consultation with NMFS to
address Project effects to Centnfl Valley ateclhzad. It further should reconsider its rejection of
the recommendations of NMFS and the Service concerning measures necessary to protect Central
Valley steelhead.
2.

In concluding tkat embttng flows under Article 37 are adequate and require no
modificattous, the Commission erred in mishtterprethag information regarding
factors affecting Tuolumne River fall-run Chinook salmon, failed to support its
conclusion that there is no need to change Article 37 flow requirements, and failed
16
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to adequately consider recommendations submitted by the Service and other
Resource Ageneles. In addition, the Commission should consider new information
provided in this rehearing request that establishes the need to increase minimum
flows to assist Chinook salmon to avoid extinction in the Tuolumne River.
a.

The Commission's coneinsinns regarding the adequacy of the flow
requirements under Article 37 are based upon a misinterpretation of
information.

In the Order, the Commission concludes that modifications to the existing flow regime in
Article 37 are not necessary, stating that
[t]he information presented to date does not indicate that the flow requirements of Article
37 are respons~le for the decline of Chinook salmon in the Tuolumne River. Therefore,
the recommended increases in flow requirements are not w a m m ~ end the cxnTentflow
requirements under Article 37 should continue to be maintained.
Order at 23. This conclusion is in large part based upon the Commission's interpretation of data
from the Pacific Fisheries Management Council (2007) and from NMFS (Order at 22, footnotes
19 and 20), data which indicate that warm ocean temperatures in 2005 caused low escapements
in fall 2007. However, poor ocean conditions in 2005 do not explain the decline in salmon
population numbers in the Tuolunme River over a number of years and should not be taken out
ofcontexL
In addition, the Commission concludes that, because the recent data show a decline in
harvest and spawning escapement since 2004 in the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers and their
tributaries, factors other than instream flows are having adverse impacts on Chinook salmon
populations and therefore no changes in flow requirements are necessary. Order at 23. W~le
other factors may have an effect, such factors do not e"hminatethe contribution of poor inslyeam
conditions to the decline. The Resource Agencies provided the Commission with analyses and
evidence of the effects ofthe Project's flow schedule on Chinook salmon. See,for example, the
17
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March 5, 2007, letter to the Commission, attaching the "Limiting Factor Analyses" (E-Library
No. 20070314-0089). The Commission has not adequately considered this evidence and has
misintcrprctcd NMFS' recent findings rcgarding poor ocean conditions as constituting the sole
reason for the decline in Chinook salmon in the Tuolunme Rivet.
Moreover, the Commission ignores the findings and recommendations ofits own
Division of Hydropower Administration and Compliance. Those findings recognized that the
data obtained through the Licensees' studies were insufficient to determine that the license flow
schedule "had produced the intended b~efits in salmon production" (Commission's June 15,
2007, prelimimn7 analysis) and that the lack of evidenc,c of an increase in either smolt survival or
spawner ¢scapcmcm from the flow regime illustrated the need for the collcction of additinnal
data. Commission's December 20, 2006, letter. The preliminary analyses raised questions as to
whether the flow regime was adequate to ach/eve the intended benefits. The Comm/ssion fails to
explain how the findings in its Ordcr respond to its own preliminary analysis and review of the
Summary Report and studics.
b.

T i e Comminiou's conclusions regarding the adequacy of the flow

requirements under Article 37 are not supported by substantial evidence.
The Order incorrectly focuses on the abnormally low escatmmcnt during fall 2007 that
was likely paRly caused by unsuitable ocean conditions in 2005 as evidence that factors beyond
the influence of the Don Pedro Project are controlling salmon returns to the Tuolumne River.
However, the Resource Agencies provided evidence that, prior to the fall of 2007, the Tuolumne
River fall-run Chinook salmon population was primarily controlled by flow releases from La
Grange Darn as well as flow levels in the San Joaquin River at Vernalis. A single event of
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unusually poor ocean conditions in 2005 does not refute the substantial evidence that La Grange
flow releases normally affect salmon production in the Tuolunme River. See Limiting Factor
Analyses (E-Library No. 20070314-0089).
The Limiting Factor Analyses provided the Commission with analyses and evidence of
the deleterious effects to Chinook salmon resulting from the Project license flow schedule. In
that document, the Rc6omr,e Agencies discussed a wide range of factors limiting Chinook
salmon and Central Valley steclhcad populations in the Tuolumne River, including the
relationship of instx~an flow releases in the Tuolurrme River to adult Chinook recrui|xnent, the
relationship of winter flows to the number of fry that survive to smolt size in the Tuolumne
River, and the effect of spring flows on the number of smolts that survive their migration through
the Tuolumne River and the Delta. In the Order, the Commission focuses mostly on another
limiting factor - ocean conditions. However, as discues~ above, ocean conditions are not the
sole reason for the decline in Chinook salmon in the Tuolunme River, and the Commission
provides no justification to refute the evidence and analyses on the record indicating deleterious
effects to Chinook salmon are resulting from the Project license flow schedule. The Commission
oarmot ignore evidence of deleterious Project ©ffocts. The Commission must follow the
recommendations of the Service and other Resource Agencies to protect fishery r~oure~ to
mitigate these deleterious Project effects. See 16 U.S.C. § 803(j).
c.

The Commission must eosdder the new evidence offered herein and
reconsider ia decblon ~ g
the flow recommendations.

Enclosed on the disc provided hcmin for consideration by the Commission is new
evidence offered by the Service that indicates that the Tuolunme River fall-run Chinook salmon
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population of naturally produced fish is at a high risk of extinction due to insufficient iusu'eam
flow releases. See Mesick, C. 2008, "The High Risk of Extinction for the Natural Fall-Ran
Chinook Salmon Population in the Lower Tuolunm¢ River due to Insufficient ~

Flow

Releases." This study characterizes the risk of extinction for Chinook salmon populations based
on criteria developed by Lind|ey and others (2007) that includes population size, rotes of
population decline, catastrophes, and hatchery influence.

Based on population size, the

Tuolumne River could be at high risk of extinction if escapement drops below a total escapement
of less than 250 spawners over three consecutive years (mean of 83 fish per year) and at low risk
if e~,~3emcot remains above 2,500 spawneN for three consecutive years (mean of 833 fish per
year). Escapement rates ofnaturally produced fish in the Tuolunme River are probably less than
a total of 250 fish between fall 2005 and fall 2007, which places the Tuolurane River at a high
risk of ex-tmctinn according to the recomme~led eriteria of Lindley and others (2007). Mesic,k at
2.
A second threat to the viability of the natural sulmonid population is a precipitous decline
in escapement, which on the Tuohinme has "declined from about 16,000 adults in fall 2000 to
few if any fish between fall 2005 through fall 2007." Id: ~ e n t

in 2007 was

catastrophically low. la~ at 3. The study concludes that "It]he number of naturally produced adult
salmon that return to the Tuolunme River is primarily a response of tbe juvenile salmon to the
flows released at La Grange Dam during the winter and spring." Mesick at 3, citing Figure 1 of
the Limiting Factor Analyses (E-Library No. 20070314-0089). There is a correlation between
flow releases and salmon recruitment; i.e., as flows increase above 2,000 cfs, there is an
exponential increase in recruitment. Mesick at 4, Figure 1, Limiting Factor Analyses. Dr.
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Mesick's work includes recommendations for a minimum flow schedule that should be able to
sustain both naturally producing Chinook salmon and O. mykisspopulations that would include
the following three elements:
Pulse flows of 1,330 cfs for 45 days during April and May to provide suitable
conditions for migrating juvenile salmon and Central Valley steelhead.
Fall pulse flows of 1,500 ors for 10 days during mid-October to attract adult
Chinook salmon to the Tuolurrme River and minimize straying (Mesick 2001).
Year round base flows of 235 cfs to provide suitable wateT temperatures
throughout the summer in 12.4 miles of habitat for O. my/~s and suitable
spawning and rearing conditions for fall-run Chinook salmon. The minutes for
the Tuolunme River Technical Advisory Committee on June 24, 2003, (included
on the accompanying disc of supporting materials) discussed real-time flow
management, but the Licensees never reported the results in their meeting notes or
other reports to the Commission.
Mesick at 4. Dr. Mesick's report and flow recommendations are supported by substantial
ev/dance, and constitute significant new information that the Commission must consider. See 18
C.F.R. § 385.713(cX3).
.

"JibeCommbsion's conclusions that the Summary Report u d the underlying
fisheries studies and monitoring comply with Article 58 are not supported by
sulmtutial evidence u d fall to adequately co~ider recommendat/ons of the Service
u d other Resource Agencies. The Commission's Order ignores the Commission
Division of Hydrepower Admhtlstrat/om u d Complimnee's own findings that most
oflbe required mos/torbtg produce/data that were fnsuftkfeat to reach u y valid
eotdus/ons about the effects of streamflow releases u d that additional, welldesdped and well-executed studies are necessary before the effectiveness of the flow
schedule and other measure8 could be determined.
IL

The Commlnlom failed to support its coscluslons related to fisheries studies
wltb substantial evidence.

The Order concludes that the Summary Report complies with the requirements of Article
58, and "that the information presented end analyzed to date does not warrant a change in the
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existing Article 37 flow requirements." Order at 29, 24. The Commission further declined to
require the continuation of most of the studios, even those that had been proposed by the
Licensees and considered necessary in the Commission's earlier findings. These conclusions
directly conflict with the earlier findings of the Commission, as evidenced in the December 20,
2006, letter. Moreover, despite the Licensees' expressed intent in the Summary Plan to continue
fall spawning surveys and water temperature monitoring through the term ofthe license (Order at
23), the Commission does not require the continuation of studios into the reliccming process.
Order at 24. The Licenseos also proposed to continue other monitoring elements (seine and
snorkel surveys, spring rotary screw trapping, and invertebrate sampling) but only if adequate
funding sources are available. The Commission should ensure that the Licensees fully fund any
studios that are necessary to addre~ impacts of Project operations.
The Order provides scant discussion of the rationale and no discussion of evidence that
~pports the Commission's decisions reg~ding its failure to require the IAc.cn~es to perform
studies that even its own preliminary findings consider necessary. Order at 23-24. In addition,
the Commission fails to provide any rationale for its revision of the conclusions that were made
by Commission's Division of Hydrepower Administration and Compliance related to the
Fisheries Studies in the Commission's December 20, 2006, letter or in its preliminary review of
the Summal7 Report.
In its December 20, 2006, letter, the Commiuion summarized the proceeding related to
the Summary Report, and concluded:
Our general conclusion abom the 10-Year Summary Report, as presented at the meeting,
is that for most of the required monitoring, the data were insufficient to reach any valid
conclusions about the effects of the modified meamflow releases and restoration efforts
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on the fisheries resources ofthe Tuolumne River. Some of the monitoring efforts were
improperly designed or executed and could not, therefore, produce data that would allow
valid conclusions. Some of the mitigative measures simply have not had sufficient time
for the monitoring efforts to show any change, or the response was not great enough to
detect.
Therefore, we conclude that under Article 58 o f the license, furthe%monitoring studies are
needed. Additional, well-designed and well-executed studies are necessary before the
effectiveness ofthe revised flow schedule and the non-flow mitigative measures can be
determined.
December 20, 2006, letter at 2. Although an agency is entitled to change its course or views, "it
must supply a reasoned analysis justifying the reversal." Babbitt v. Fundfor Animals, 903 F.
Supp. 96- l 16 (D.C. 1995Xciting Motor VehicleManufacturer Association, Inc. v. State Farm
MutuaIAutolnsurance Co., 463 U.S. 19, 57, 103 S. Ct. 2856, 2874, 77 L. Ed. 2d 443 (1983));
see also Hatch v. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, 6.54 F.2d 825, 834-35 (D.C. Cir.
1981). In this Order, the Commission fails to provide any reasoned analysis that would support
the reversal of its own previous conclusions.
b.

The Commluion failed to adequately consider recommendations of the
Service sad other Resource Ageaeles in its conclusions related to fisheries
studies.

The Servico's extensive participation in this p ~ g ,

which included informing the

Commission on numcxous occasions o f the deficiencies oftbe Licensees' study plan, is
documented in the Background Section of this rehearing request. The Service's contributions on
these issues are in the Commission record and will not be repeated here. In summary, however,
the Service has consistently provided substantial information and provided reasons why the
Summary Report and study plan are inadequate to provide the basis for the Commission's
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conclusion in the Order. z The Commission has not adequately explained in the Order why it is
not following the Service's recommendations, and those of the other Resource Agencies,

regarding fisheries studies. See 16 U.S.C. § 8030).
Moreover, the Order points out that "[n]o party sought to raise any disagreements
concerning the study elements or their design during the 10-year study period" (Order at 13),
apparently to support the Commission's new view that the studies were adequate. This position
inexplicably ignores the consistent comments filed by all of the Resource Agencies, expressing
concerns that the studies were failing to provide the information necessary for the Commission to
make a reasoned decision with respect to the study plan. It further overlooks the Commission's
own views, which found the Summary Report to contain insufficient data to reach any valid
conclusious, and that some of the monitoring efforts were improperly designed or executed and
thus could not produce data that would allow valid conclusions. Commission December 20,
2006, letter at 2. The Commission's decision is not supported by substantial evidence and should
be reconsidered in light of the extemive record documenting concerns with the existing studies
providing recommendations for necessary actions to address these inadequacies.

2 For instance, studies are needed to datennine the precise duration and timing of spring
pulse flows. The need for these studies was thoroughly described in the Agencies' March 2007,
filing and the Limiting Factor Analyses. The Commbaion's Order (and the Summary Report)
fail to recognize thai the~ are uncmainlies in the liming and duration of spring pulse flows
needed to sustain the salmonid populations.
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The Commission failed to address the Servlce's request that the Commission should
amend A r l k l e s 37 u d 58 to ensure appropriate partlclpadou by the Nsfloaal
Marine Fisheries Service. The Service reiterates its request that these articles be

modified to Include NMFS as a participating and approving entity with respect to
flows and studies.
Article 37 requires the Licensees to maintain minimum streamflows in the Tuolumne
River at La Grange Bridge for fish purposes in accordance with a set table and schedule, based
on the Water Year classification. An alternative flow schedule may be determined by agreement
among the Licensees, the Service and CDFG. Article 58 requires the Licensees to implement a
monitoring program for Chinook salmon, to be developed in consultation with the Service and
CDFG. NMFS was not included as an entity from whom the Districts must obtain agreement
prior to prop~ing to the Commission an alternative flow schedule under Azticle 37, nor as a
conanlting entity in the development o f the monitoring prognun in Article 58, oven though
Chinook salmon are a species under NMFS' jurisdiction.
The listing of Central Valley steethead as a threatened species subsequent to the
amendment of the Don Pedro license has made more imperative the inclusion of NMFS in the
requirements under ouch of these licewo articles. As noted in the Background Section above, the
Service has in several filings requested that the Commission add NMFS as an entity to be
consulted to each article. The Service reiterates this request at this time,, as the Commission
action in response to the Summary Report and the modifications it is ordering to the licen,~
provide the window the Commission may need to make this amendment to the license
requirements.
Article 37 has resulted in annual comultations among the Licenso~ the Service and
t

CDFG as to the flow schedule for that water year. Since the listing ofsteelhced, the Service has
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deferred to NMFS in making decisions as to the appropriate flow schedule, as the flows must
provide protection to both Chinook salmon and Central Valley steelhead, species which arc both
under NMFS' jurisdiction. The Service will continue to defer these decisions to the NMFS, as
NMFS is the appropriate entity to determine the appropriate flow schedule for the species under
its authority. The Service requests at this time that this practice be made official, and NMFS be
added as an entity whose written agreement must be obtained prior to any annual modifications
to the flow schedule under Article 37. The Service may remain as an entity to be consulted, but
the actual agreement to the flow modifications must be obtained from NMFS.
IV. CONCLUSION
The Service has provided the Commission with substantial evidence and clear support for
its recommendations regarding fisheries studies and the flows that are necessary to address
deleterious Project effects on Cldnook salmon and O. my/~s. The Commission's Order
inexpficably ignores the recommendations o f the Resource Agencies and o f its own staffin
dis~ga~ding the need to modify the Article 37 flow schedule to emure that Chinook salmon and
Central Valley l~Lcelhcedarc protected and to enmre that sufficient studies are performed to make
|~asoned decisions about the noeds oftbe fishcries r e s o ~

In addition, thc Commission

continues to ignore its responsibilities under the ESA to address Project effects to listed Central
Valley steelhcad, and has failed to comult as r~uired und= the ESA when undertaking an
action~ Finally, the Commission must 8~nend thc license to ensure that the NMFS is accorded its
appropriate role under the annual flow modifications in Article 37 and to be consulted with
respect to fishery studies.
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For the above-stated reasons, the Service respectfully requests that this request for rehearing be
granted.

Respectfully submitted this I ~ ' d a y of May, 2008.

Daniel G. Shillito
Regional Solicitor

Kerry O'Ha~
Assistant Regional Solicitor
Attorney of Record for the Department of the Interior
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